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Courtesy Galerie Voss,
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and Catherine Reynolds, 
Washington, USA

Antonello da Messina
Ritratto d’uomo, 1475 ca 
(dettaglio)
Galleria Borghese, Roma
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CONCEIVED AS A COMPENDIUM OF 
AUTONOMOUS SECTIONS, NERO IS A 

PUBLICATION THAT COLLECTS OTHER 
SERIAL PUBLICATIONS WITHIN IT; A STORY 
COMPOSED OF VARIOUS CHAPTERS THAT 

SHARE NO NARRATIVE LINKS, BUT THAT DO 
BELONG TO THE SAME IMAGINARY. 

THIS IS AN EDITORIAL MODEL IN WHICH 
EACH SECTION CORRESPONDS TO 

A PROJECT INTENDED TO ACTIVATE 
INTERPRETIVE PROCESSES OR TO RETHINK 
THE MODALITIES OF PRESENTATION AND 

FRUITION OF THE CONTENTS. 
NEW SECTIONS WILL BE ADDED AND OTHERS 
WILL DISAPPEAR: COMMISSIONED PROJECTS, 

AUTHORIAL JOURNEYS AND PERSONAL 
EXPERIMENTS. 

A WAY OF THINKING THE MAGAZINE NOT AS 
MEDIUM BUT AS OBJECT.



SECTION 1
ROOM AVAILABLE

The number of available pages is the only indication given to a curator, who is asked to  
autonomously present a project conceived and designed in collaboration with an artist



SECTION 1 ROOM AVAILABLE

By 
Virginija Januškevičiūtė

and
Elena Narbutaitė

Layout by 
Jurgis Griškevičius

Supertramp 
a story of a vase

Virginija Januškevičiūtė is a curator at the 
Contemporary Art Centre (CAC) in Vilnius. Her recent 
collaborations include the exhibitions Dalia Dūdėnaitė 
and Elena Narbutaitė: Sleeper for Peep-Hole in Milan; 
90s for kim? Contemporary Art Centre in Riga; 
Panslavisms for Transkaukazja Festival in Warsaw; and 
Illusionists: On Stage Design and Contemporary Art for 
the CAC. She also curated Gintaras Didžiapetris’ solo 
exhibition at the CAC in Vilnius, in 2012, and Objectif 
Exhibitions in Antwerp and the Villa Croce Museum of 
Contemporary Art in Genoa in 2013.

Elena Narbutaitė is an artist born in Vilnius. She is 
currently working on the third series of prints in her 
Prosperity cycle: Married Man. The first series, Roberts 
(as in Julia Roberts), was shown in her solo exhibition at 
the Tulips&Roses gallery in Brussels in 2012. Her group 
exhibitions in 2013 have included Fusiform Gyrus, at 
Lisson Gallery in London, and oO, at the Lithuanian and 
Cyprus Pavilion at the 55th Venice Biennale.

Andrea Puskunigytė was 12 years old when she 
drew A Vase with Water. People featured in 
the story include members of Andrea’s family, 
as well as family friends and her own friends: 
among them are Elena Narbutaitė and her 
mother Daina Narbutienė. Liutauras Pšibilskis 
is art critic and curator based in New York. The 
‘gallery’ is Artists Space in New York; Gintaras 
Didžiapetris is one of the artists who took 
part in Paper Exhibition held there in 2009. 
Jonas Žakaitis is art writer and thinker, he ran 
the Tulips&Roses gallery (which represents 
Gintaras) in Vilnius and Brussels between 2009 
and 2013. 

The collages in the background were 
made by Linas Jablonskis for an exhibition in 
Vilnius in 2002. The series was named after 
an album by Supertramp, Crisis? What Crisis? 
(1975/2002).
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SECTION 2
ADAPTATION

Between paper and the internet, reversing the usual roles of the two media: an online 
show commissioned by NERO and presented here through its press release 

MILANO

BARBARA PROBST  /  BENJAMIN SENIOR 
until November 20, 2013

     STEPHAN BALKENHOL   /   MARIE ROSEN   
November 23, 2013 - February 22, 2014

ZUOZ 
       

BARNABY FURNAS   
December 7, 2013 -  February 9, 2014

TORINO     

ARTISSIMA  
November 8 - 10,  2013

MONICA DE CARDENAS GALLERIA
via Francesco Viganò 4 | 20124 Milano | T. 39 0229010068 www.monicadecardenas.com



S ECTI O N 2 ADAPTATI O N

AN ONLINE EXHIBITION CURATED BY 
HANNE MUGAAS

OPENING AT 
HTTP://WWW.NEROMAGAZINE.IT/AOEOROE

NOVEMBER 18, 2013 - JANUARY 18, 2014

An Online Exhibition 
of 

Recent Online Exhibitions 

Cat Videos 1999 – 2002 by Frances Stark 
In Frances Stark’s Cat Videos 1999 – 2002, the artist’s cats are featured playing and lounging 
in her apartment. The videos are the result of Stark being inspired by the visual pleasure of 
watching her cats and the way their movement changed her perception of her domestic sur-
roundings. By utilizing the soundtrack of one diegetic song per video, the life of the domestic 
cat – which usually involves no plans or action – is framed, and then elevated to a work of art. 
The videos, produced pre-Youtube in 1999-2002, predict our current extensive consumption and 
emotional responses to online cat videos, and unintentionally explore the rise of rapid attention 
span as a response to current technologies.

Remoji by Tara Sinn 
Titled Remoji, the work is an interactive burst of emojis that will take over your browser as you 
move your cursor over it. After a few seconds, the emojis disappear and you can start anew.

30 Going On 13 by Micaela Durand 
Dear Sally, 
OK, you’re not gonna believe this but SUMMER CAN LAST FOREVER. 
Nothing else will last. 
Except the songs that Taylor Swift and Demi Lovato sing. 
Battling very public personal issues on Twitter. 
Even in federal women’s prison they talk about Taylor Swift. 
Apparently here in New York we all get a second chance. 
Joey & Dawson to Joey & Pacey to Joey & Dawson to Joey & Pacey. 
Moving on to the next thing. Sketchy relationships. Chuck. Blair. 
Everyone wants to be your bad girl. From Laguna Beach to The Hills to The City. Sex and the City. 
Nobody wants a Charlotte. But I’m a good girl and I know it. Drake. 
Whenever you’re ready Feel the rain on your skin. 
No one else can feel it 4 u Nobody loves no one. 
Growing up. I’m wasted. 
Let the future pass but don’t let go of 13, Thirty. 
Yours, 
Felicity

La Grande Bouffe by White Zinfandel 
White Zinfandel curates a playful video and website series to go with their latest issue, La 
Grande Bouffe. The issue is set to launch at Phillip Johnson’s Glass House on October 13, 2013. 
Video contributors include Korakrit Arunanondchai, Davide Balula, Daphne Fitzpatrick, and Jon-
athan William Turner of Yemenwed. La Grande Bouffe is based on the seminal 1973 film directed 
by Marco Ferreri, in which food is “the last hope hidden in the despair of living.” Artists respond-
ed with loose interpretations that engaged with the rigor and discipline of pushing boundaries.

Opening on November 10: Kunsthall Stavanger and Performa Present: Practicing Haydn by 
Lina Viste Grønli, Peter Child, and Elaine Chews
Practicing Haydn (Piano Sonata in Eb, Hob XVI:45 finale) will be Performa’s first intercontinental 
work, simultaneously performed at both the Performa Hub and at the grand opening of Kun-
sthall Stavanger in Norway. Led by artist Lina Viste Grønli and her collaborators Elaine Chew, 
a concert pianist and digital media professor, and Peter Child, a composer and professor of 
music at MIT, Practicing Haydn is a new piece for solo piano that refracts the last movement of 
a sonata by one of the most prolific and prominent composers of the Classical period, Joseph 
Haydn. A practice session by Chew has been transformed into a performable score – including 
all the repetitions, errors, halts, and interruptions – within the deft hands of Child. The score of 
Practicing Haydn will be revealed on the Kunsthall Stavanger’s website.

Hanne Mugaas (1980) is the director and curator of 
Kunsthall Stavanger in Norway. She has worked as a 
curatorial associate at the Solomon R. Guggenheim 
Museum in New York, and is the founder of Art Since the 
Summer of ‘69, previously the world’s smallest gallery, 
located on the Lower East Side in Manhattan, and currently 
a mobile project. 
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SECTION 3
HERE BEFORE

A one-way dialogue between artists of different generations, in which the young testifies 
to the influence of the old

Adalberto Abbate

Julieta Aranda

Per Barclay

Alessandro Bazan

Manfredi Beninati

Benny Chirco

Marco Cingolani

Andrea Di Marco

Flavio Favelli

Christian Frosi

Stefania Galegati Shines

Adrian Hermanides

John Kleckner

FRANCESCO PANTALEONE ARTE CONTEMPORANEA 
Via Vittorio Emanuele 303 PALERMO 90133 www.fpac.it

Party with us_

ten years after

a cura di Valentina Bruschi
27 settembre - 15 dicembre

Lovett/Codagnone, Party with us, 2006 - red neon, sound. Courtesy Francesco Pantaleone Palermo

Loredana Longo

Lovett/Codagnone

Andrew Mania

Marcello Maloberti

Aleksandra Mir

Liliana Moro

Ignazio Mortellaro

Joanne Robertson

Laboratorio Saccardi

Francesco  Simeti

Sissi

Gian Domenico Sozzi

Italo Zuffi



The Tao that can be told is not the 
eternal Tao. The name that can 
be named is not the eternal name. 
The nameless is the beginning of 
heaven and earth. The named 
is the mother of ten thousand 
things. Ever desireless, one can 
see the mystery. Ever desiring, one 
can see the manifestations. 
Lao Tzu, Tao Te Ching, VI sec. a. C.
  
This text is intended as (the story 
of) a position.
Position: a posture that we some-
times choose to assume, feeling 
and experiencing the disequilib-
rium that ensues from it, until it 
becomes increasingly silent and 
causes us to forget it, only to 
return later in a changed form, 
revealing the impact it has had on 
us. The interpenetration of ac-
tivities of a group of people who 
have never met, but who, through 
an acceleration of events, find 
themselves performing the same 
act, independently of each other. 
Just like three percussionists can 
strike a drum, completely in sync, 
in three distant points in space.

I met Jorge Peris in Florence in 
2007, during a workshop he orga-
nized at Base/Progetti per l'arte. In 
that period, my research was talk-
ing to me in an idiom I could not 
read, interpret.
I was speaking a language that I 
did not know, or, better, that I did 
not remember ever having spoken.
That screamed procedure was a 
language that other people were 
speaking. Jorge Peris was one of 
them.
This sort of internal cacophony 
was beginning to take the shape 
of a chorus; Vittorio Cavallini and 
Jacopo Menzani were emitting the 
same sounds…
From then on, every choice began to 
be dictated by an entity, which made 
independent decisions, and which we 
routinely followed... the work.

Jorge was preparing Marte in Gaia 

e Cosimo (ZERO... Gallery, Septem-
ber 2007) and we were there. The 
smell of the sand blown by two 
high pressure compressors, 7.5 
horsepower, the plaster heated up 
to dust, a sound like cooking.
Sand and plaster sucked and 
blown from two different floors 
(basement and first floor), against 
gravity, then descending again, 
leaving deposits.
Experiencing the machine's func-
tioning, a kind of marveling at 
something already seen, in full 
power. 
It was not a choice that we dic-
tated; everyone felt that it had 
to be done; the reason was never 
questioned.
We talked about trust, about faith, 
about alcohol, about how, incred-
ibly, everything can remain empty 
without this strange, necessary 
faith.
"We don't really know what we're 
doing... but we have to continue 
doing it, always with the utmost 
dignity." Jorge repeated this often, 
at regular intervals.

We repeated the concepts that we 
needed frequently, as if to remind 
ourselves of them, but also to re-
mind all those who were present.
I felt that the physical fatigue, of-
ten exhausting, was a confirmation 
that we had gone down the right 
path.
We proceeded by trial and error, 
not by proofs: no act was ever dis-
carded; it was a trail to remember 
or a trail for remembering.

The white powder of the quartz 
sand and of the plaster were min-
gled together into a compound, 
thick as a smell, the vibration 
frequency of the high-pressure 
spray was emitting a sound in our 
bodies;
poor visibility, always keeping one 
hand in contact with the scaffold, 
waiting for the dizziness.
I tried to keep these little details 
in mind as much as possible, but it 

was hard, my instinct was waiting 
to take over; hence, pause.
We talk, we start again, new 
words in our language, the effort 
to find them, repetition, increas-
ingly longer metaphors.

Those smells are talking to me 
now, as I write, burned in my mem-
ory like a childhood experience. 
Sea, yogurt, plaster dust heated by 
the abrasive impact of the sand, 
cold, wet clay, mold, molecules 
that sometimes sting the nostrils, 
sometimes annoy, sometimes, 
though seldom, intrigue. 

Then it all ends, we experience the 
fatigue of slowing down, of fall-
ing into a dynamic with a different 
density, but equally frenzied.
Vittorio, Jacopo and I continue to 
recite verses and verbs in this lan-
guage.
We find ourselves in Vittorio's 
studio, which soon becomes our 
studio, a barn in Marti, Montopoli 
in Valdarno (Pisa); and it still is, 
somehow. 
We realize that we are putting the 
same amount of effort into laying 
the cement for the studio floor as 
into this pursuit of the verb.

The work falls on the forest next 
to the studio, on the clay pits; one 
person's effort is everyone's ef-
fort, no sacrifice.
Word, thought, and action were 
finally a single act, the work was 
beginning to take shape, I was 
starting to know how to listen.
During this time, we are aware 
that our meeting has not occurred 
by chance, that it was pulled to-
gether by the work: this will hap-
pen more and more often in the 
future.
Like in elementary school, when 
the day comes to introduce the 
concept of tangent. We found 
ourselves drawing straight lines 
on a sheet of paper. Now we be-
lieve that a straight line, in a note-
book, is never drawn by chance. 

Elastic 
Calcification

Nicola Martini 
on the work of 

Jorge Peris

in collaboration with 
Vittorio Cavallini and 

Jacopo Menzani

Nicola Martini (1984) lives and works in Paris. For 
Martini, materials and their modification are both 
the point of departure and the culmination of the 
artistic process. His work leans toward the creation of 
sculptural forms and installations, but its real specificity 
resides in its development. He has participated in 
numerous solo and collective shows internationally.

S ECTI O N 3 H E R E B E FO R E
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Especially if it then has to go bumping into 
others. There were some fuses and there 
was a decoy. It ended exactly like in the ele-
mentary school notebooks with the straight 
lines.
 
Fairy, Fondazione Sandretto Re Rebaudengo 
(February 2008), it happens again.
A month of work, a house in Via Belfiore 65 
in S. Salvario, Turin, big bed, but uncomfort-
able divided in three.
17 tons of clay on the walls and ceiling of 
a prepared room, isolated by fiber cement 
boards, (I ponder the effective possibility of 
isolating a space), vaporizers, the environ-
ment always moist; hard not to be distract-
ed by extraneous elements.
The language is the same.
Constant travels between Turin and the 
studio in Marti, where other things are hap-
pening, other situations.
Long trips, in the car, often during the 
night, I remember the miraculous effects of 
Nunzio’s gentian.  The cold that paralyzes 
the hands and the suffocating heat are not 
relevant, nor is the accumulation of hours 
of lost sleep, or the pain brought to your 
attention by muscles and bones. Thought 
moves only toward a feeling of content-
ment that, for a moment, calms the demon 
inside, that one that gives no peace, that 
knocks on the inside of your head day and 
night, blaming and provoking. I have yet 
to figure out if it is we who are scaring 
him. The system is open, porous in its grains, 
and, in some way, protected. 
I meditate on Jorge's words, the remark 
that he could hear me thinking about my 
work while I lifted the various panels of clay 
and welded wire mesh, which we fixed to 
the ceiling, more or less a hundred pounds 
each.  It was true, the body worked on a re-
peated action, but the work kept on talking 
to me, increasingly, and it was impossible 
not to listen to it. Each of us was indepen-
dent, we always knew that. It was and it 
had to be that way. There lies the great 
generosity of Jorge. Our relationship has 
always been equal, we all learned to speak 
this language, every day in a new way. The 
events, many of them; the focus, always 
acute, sometimes distant. Thought, always 
open to hearing so as to understand even 
the most imperceptible signs. Now, I feel 
the impact of those meetings; I no longer 

try to remember. I don't feel the need to; 
those sounds that went on to become lan-
guage have now gone back to being free 
frequencies, unknown and familiar at the 
same time. The posture is restabilizing itself 
toward another calcification. I continue to 
listen to something that I don't know, and, 
once again, I'm not the only one.
  

S ECTI O N 3
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A quasi-scientific presentation of seminal exhibitions from the past, through primary 
evidence such as original texts, images, clippings, scans, transcriptions

SECTION 4
RUINS OF EXHIBITIONS

Gea Casolaro - Still here 
30.09.2013-16.11.2013

Marco Strappato - Not yet titled
22.11.2013 -09.01.2014

Julia Brown/Chto Delat?/Jacopo Natoli
Oliver Ressler and Ana Pečar/Alessandro Rolandi
Subterfuge 
curated by Mike Watson
18.01.2014-15.03.2014

Florian Neufeldt
22.03.2014-17.05.2014

ARTISSIMA > november 8-10/2013
ART 14 LONDON > february 28-march 2/2014

Via Francesco Negri 43 - 00154 Roma, tel/fax: (+39) 06 68809863-info@thegalleryapart.it-www.thegalleryapart.it



10 December 1999 – 25 March 2000
Curated by Hans Ulrich Obrist
Sir John Soane’s Museum, London

Contents: 
1 press release
1 introduction text from the leaflet
1 map from the leaflet 
1 original transcription of a conversation 
between Hans Ulrich Obrist, Margaret 
Richardson and Cerith Wyn Evans
7 installation views

RETRACE YOUR STEPS:
REMEMBER TOMORROW

Notes:
Sir John Soane's Museum was formerly the home of the 
neo-classical architect John Soane. It holds many draw-
ings and models of Soane's projects, and the collections of 
paintings, drawings and antiquities that he assembled.
The Museum was established during Soane's own lifetime 
by an 1833 Private Act of Parliament, which took effect on 
Soane's death in 1837. The Museum’s collections contain 
many important works of art and antiquities, including 
Hogarth’s A Rake’s Progress and An Election, Canaletto’s 
Riva degli Schiavoni, looking West, the alabaster sarcoph-
agus of Seti I, 30,000 architectural drawings, 6,857 histori-
cal volumes, and 252 historical architectural models, as 
well as important examples of furniture and decorative 
arts.
In 1999 the museum hosted the exhibition Retrace Your 
Steps: Remember Tomorrow, for which the curator, Hans 
Ulrich Obrist, invited artists like Steve McQueen and Cerith 
Wyn Evans to respond to the collection. Douglas Gordon 
suggested the title. 
In keeping with the way Sir John Soane displayed his col-
lections, the works on view were not labeled. There were 
no didactic panels or sound guides; visitors were encour-
aged to move through the rooms as they wished, encoun-
tering unexpected works of art in unexpected places.
Hans Ulrich Obrist (1968) is Co-director of Exhibitions and 
Programs and Director of International Projects at the 
Serpentine Gallery. Before that, he was Curator of the Mu-
seum in Progress, Vienna, from 1993 to 2000, and has been 
a curator at the Musée d’Art Moderne de la Ville de Paris 
since 2000. Since 1991, Obrist has curated and co-curated 
more than 200 solo and group exhibitions and biennials in-
ternationally.

Press release: 

Gilbert & George, Douglas Gordon, Anish Kapoor, Steve McQueen, Richard 
Hamilton, Rosemarie Trockel, Cerith Wyn Evans, Richard Wentworth, Rem 
Koolhaas and Herzog & de Meuron are among the artists and architects 
whose work will be featured in Retrace your Steps: Remember Tomorrow, 
the first major exhibition of contemporary art at Sir John Soane’s Museum. 

The exhibition was initiated by the young Swiss curator Hans Ulrich Obrist 
and leading British artist and filmmaker Cerith Wyn Evans, whose work has 
featured in major exhibitions including Sensation at the Royal Academy, 
London, 1997. The exhibition is curated by Hans Ulrich Obrist, best known 
for his cutting-edge exhibitions at the Musée d’Art Moderne de la Ville 
de Paris, Take Me (I’m Yours) at the Serpentine Gallery, 1995 and the Cit-
ies on the Move show at the Hayward Gallery this summer. The exhibition 
has been arranged to coincide with this autumn’s major Soane exhibition 
at the Royal Academy. The artists have all been inspired by Soane in some 
way, and have selected the locations where their works will be displayed in 
the museum. The exhibition juxtaposes contemporary works with Soane’s 
historic artefacts, allowing visitors to experience the arrangements in a 
personal way and to be inspired by them, as Soane intended. 

Many of the works have been created specially for the exhibition: Anish Ka-
poor is creating a mirrored, rotating table sculpture which will reflect light; 
a new painting by Richard Hamilton will be “infiltrated” behind the move-
able planes in the Picture Room; Douglas Gordon is creating the title for the 
exhibition, which will also be displayed as a work of art; Richard Hamilton is 
designing the exhibition poster and Gilbert & George have created a work 
of art and the postcard. Cerith Wyn Evans, who is creating the exhibition 
guide, will also replace the bells on the rope which separates the private of-
fice area in the museum from the public area, an intervention “on the edge 
of the invisible.” Performance events by Christina Mackie and Tom Gidley 
will be presented on video and there will be a kitchen lecture by Cedric 
Price. Bruce Mau’s internet-inspired project, two works from the nvisible 
Museum and Lucius Burckhardt’s work on Soane’s garden pavilions will also 
be featured.

The artists participating are: Lucius Burckhardt, Yung Ho Chang, Katharina 
Fritsch, Tom Gidley, Gilbert & George, Douglas Gordon, Joseph Grigely, 
Richard Hamilton, Jacques Herzog & Pierre de Meuron, Koo Jeong-A, Isaac 
Julien, Anish Kapoor, Rem Koolhaas, Christina Mackie, Bruce Mau, Steve 
McQueen, The Museum of Jurassic Technology, Nanomuseum, Cedric Price, 
Liisa Roberts, Rosemarie Trockel, Richard Wentworth, Cerith Wyn Evans 
and nvisible Museum.

This is the first in a series of contemporary art exhibitions at the Soane 
Museum, which will continue in 2001 with an exhibition of loans from the 
Invisible Museum.
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Exhibition Leaflet:

I was always very stimulated and inspired by the re-
lationships, the interstices in the Soane Museum, the 
conversations that are happening between various 
narratives, various objects and these extraordinary 
vistas that you come upon by accident and then you 
catch a reflection of yourself. It is an incredibly com-
plex, stimulating place and no one visit is ever the 
same as the next visit.
Cerith Wyn Evans in conversation with Margaret 
Richardson and Hans Ulrich Obrist, London 1999

People often say when they come through the Front 
Door, “which way should I go?”, and you have to say, 
“Well, you can go there or you can go there, it’s a 
choice.”

Margaret Richardson in conversation with Cerith Wyn 
Evans and Hans Ulrich Obrist, London 1999

THERE IS A PLACE YOU MUST KNOW
At a meeting at the Musée d’Art Moderne de la Ville 
de Paris in 1995, Cerith Wyn Evans told me a lot about 
Sir John Soane, which inspired me to make a first visit 
to the Museum of the same name. Cerith and I began 
to meet regularly in the Museum. After a while, the 
idea of an imaginary exhibition began to take shape 
and, in the course of the following two years, it crys-
tallized in conversation with Margaret Richardson, 
the Curator of the Museum.

VISIBLE AND INVISIBLE
Numerous are the posthumous museums and me-
morials devoted exclusively to one artist, architect 
or author and designed to preserve or artificially 
reconstruct the namesake’s original working or living 
conditions. Much rarer are the museums conceived 
by artists in their lifetimes as a Gesamtkunstwerk 
and preserved as such. Sir John Soane’s Museum is 
a case in point. In 1833, four years before he died, 
Soane established his house as a museum and nego-
tiated an Act of Parliament to ensure its preservation 
after his death. His holdings fall into four main cat-
egories: antique fragments, paintings from Canaletto 
to Hogarth and Turner, architectural drawings (such 
as Piranesi’s) and Soane’s own work in the form of 
architectural models and drawings. Although Sir 
John Soane’s Museum has regular opening hours and 
attracts some 90,000 visitors a year, it has acquired a 
reputation primarily by word of mouth. The paradox 
of a well-guarded and yet public secret as well as the 
permanent pull between visibility and invisibility are 
the considerations that motivate the coming exhibi-
tion. Cerith Wyn Evans questions the distinction be-

tween public and private space in a museum by mak-
ing his intervention on the staircase almost invisible. 
The work slides into the existing context as it subtly 
changes the sound of the bells. Seen in a different 
perspective, the familiar becomes unfamiliar.
This oscillation between the familiar and the unfamil-
iar leads us to Steve McQueen whose work will only 
reveal itself at a second glance. A table rests on a 
mirror creating a paradox in the sense that the mir-
ror demands an image. Via the mirror, McQueen puts 
viewers in a situation where they are sensitive to 
themselves watching the piece. It is also very physi-
cal; it makes you aware of your own presence.

LINCOLN’S INN FIELDS – FOURNIER STREET
Since the Museum has the dimensions of a home, visi-
tors do not have the same relationship to the works 
on display as they would in monumental museum 
architecture. The gulf between the Museum and the 
world of living experience, criticised by Adorno, has 
been bridged. Gilbert&George spent an afternoon 
in the Museum drinking tea out of Soane’s cups. The 
resulting photograph is framed and placed in the Li-
brary – Dining Room. Gilbert&George show a kinship 
with Soane in the way they investigate the infinite 
complexity of life in their own organically growing 
and steadily more compact home in Fournier Street, 
where things accumulated from the present and 
from the past are allowed to coexist side by side. 
Similarly Isaac Julien has painted his studio in a Soa-
nian yellow – as shown in photographs in the South 
Drawing Room.

THE PICTURE ROOM
But do we know exactly where the room stops, 
where it bends, where it separates and where it joins 
up again?
       

Georges Perec in Espèces d’Espèces

The use of space in the Soane Museum reminds us 
of Heinrich Kuerz, the young (fictional) painter in 
Georges Perec’s Un Cabinet D’Amateur, who painted 
the beer brewer and collector Hermann Raffke over 
100 times in over 100 pictures in his collection. Perec 
speaks of the staggering spirituality of the eternal 
second coming, of a complex game of authenticity 
and fraudulence and of the magic charm of smaller 
and smaller repetitions. The complexity of Perec’s 
convoluted rooms and images takes us into the Pic-
ture Room of Sir John Soane’s Museum. For the du-
ration of this exhibition, there is a new attraction in 
the Picture Room, a painting by Richard Hamilton, to 
be premiered here. Visitors can see the painting only 
when the movable planes of the Picture Room are 

open. This flexible mode of hanging not only has the 
advantage of saving space, it also allows paintings to 
be viewed from different angles. On the way to the 
Picture Room, in the Colonnade, we also see Marcel 
Duchamp’s glass model which appears in the painting.

THREE MUSEUMS WITHIN THE MUSEUM
The nvisible Museum is a collection of paintings, 
drawings, sculptures, video installations, photography 
and mixed media, lent out to friends, artists and mu-
seums: a museum without walls, a nomadic collection 
of contemporary art with no home. To this exhibition 
the nvisible Museum is lending two works – by Katharina 
Fritsch and Liisa Roberts. 
The idea of the Russian doll leads us to the Nano 
Museum whose architecture is a tiny double, silver 
frame (2” x 3”) where artists present very small dip-
tych-like exhibitions. In the context of the Soane Mu-
seum, if functions like a museum within the Museum. 
Every museum can hide another museum. The exhi-
bitions in the Nano Museum will change on a weekly 
basis. The first show will be by Hans-Peter Feldmann 
and further programs will be announced later. The 
Museum of Jurassic Technology, which has many par-
allels to the Soane, is also included.

SOANE IS LIGHT
We boast our light, but if we look not wisely on the 
Sun itself, it smites us into darkness, the light which 
we have gained, was given us, not to be ever staring 
on, but by it to discover onward things more remote 
from our knowledge.
       

Milton, Areopagitica

Soane achieved his effects not through ornamenta-
tion or ornamental reduction but through space, col-
or and light. Scholarship on Soane has recently begun 
to recognize the importance of light in the architect’s 
work, in Arata Isozaki’s book, for instance, which has 
unleashed a veritable Soane boom in Asia.
For example, using common materials and basic con-
struction, the work of the Beijing architect Yung Ho 
Chang shows us the Chinese belief in an introverted 
universe mirrored in Soane’s universe. His “view col-
lector boxes” suggest ways in which Soane might 
have considered the views outside his windows.
The Museum reveals various superimposed and 
merging states of light constructed by Soane. Visi-
tors encounter direct, indirect, reflected, broken, dis-
persed or refracted light. (I bow to master list-maker 
Georges Perec). Light also plays an important role 
for artists in their dealings with the Museum. Richard 
Hamilton’s response to the complexity of lighting in 
the Soane Museum is manifest in his poster for the 

exhibition in which the gaze penetrates several lay-
ers of glass and space. Disparate structural elements 
come together in startlingly unexpected combina-
tions in Soane’s labyrinth of convoluted meanings 
with links opening up in all directions like the stair-
cases mirrored into infinity in Piranesi’s Carceri. 
Similar to Hamilton, Rosemarie Trockel’s photograph 
shows us the participatory dimension of pars pro 
toto in Soane’s approach so that, surprisingly, no sen-
sory passivity results despite the incredible overload, 
in contrast to a curio museum. This derives from the 
fact that the architectural fragments are not closed 
off, that the direction of the visitor’s tour is not pre-
determined and that there is room for possible ad-
ditions to the arrangements, which is emphasized by 
the placing of Douglas Gordon’s cast of his own hand. 
Joseph Grigely’s drawings, which are displayed on 
the small tables in the South Drawing Room, empha-
sise the Museum as a conversation piece. Grigely’s 
way of showing text and displacement shows that 
“a specific text can have many different forms, all of 
which express a degree or variation. The variation is 
rarely merely arbitrary but, rather, reflects the pos-
sibilities of human intention.”
Anish Kapoor has planned a dynamic standstill: a table 
sculpture with a yellow mirror proves on closer in-
spection to be a container of colored water revolving 
at extremely high speed. Koo Jeong-a’s works echoes 
the density of the Museum. Her crystal vessel is con-
stantly filled to the brim and close to inundation.

UNANTICIPATED PERSPECTIVES
Bruce Mau projects images onto the existing display, 
thereby enhancing the associative potential. The Mis-
sissippi Museum and the Coca Cola Museum that he 
and Frank Gehry have proposed are both influenced 
by Soane. Mau’s installation extends Soane’s practice 
of ignoring the hierarchy of important and unimport-
ant exhibits by showing significant objects next to 
worthless “found” items. Mau’s work catapults Soane 
into today’s internet. The exhibits will be embedded 
in a material network. Like Bruce Mau, Richard Went-
worth reflects upon the Soane Museum from an angle 
of shifting perspectives. Lucius Burckhardt, a regular 
visitor to the Soane Museum since the sixties, has 
come up with an equally unexpected twist. His proj-
ect deals with John Soane’s little know garden follies, 
Designs in Architecture, 1778, and why he chose to 
produce such a modest little volume on garden build-
ings. Rem Koolhaas exhibits his competition model for 
a new Museum of Modern Art in Rome, where he uses 
the Soane Museum as a typology within his museum. 
Along with the Whitney and the Guggenheim muse-
ums, Sir John Soane’s Museum becomes one possibil-
ity, one truth among the myriad truths that must be 
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included in undertaking a museum of contemporary 
art. Within the framework of Koolhaas’s Museum of 
Typologies the Soane Museum stands for delicacy.
Jacques Herzog and Pierre De Meuron are building a 
new museum for the American private collectors Pam 
and Dick Kramlich. Like the Soane, it will be a collec-
tor’s private house which will become a foundation or 
museum. As it is a collection of video and new media, 
there will by many projections, for example, video 
walls. In the words of Herzog and De Meuron, “The 
works are bound to the walls and can be seen or not 
depending on whether you switch the light on or off. 
So it’s related to Soane’s closets and the aspect of 
hiding and revealing …nature, people and images will 
melt together to form a space.”
       

Herzog and De Meuron interviewed by Hans Ulrich 
Obrist

“DESIRE IS THE MOVEMENT OF MEMORY”
  

from Isaac Julien’s film Frantz Fanon

The exhibition brings three film-related works to the 
Soane. Tom Gidley and Isaac Julien will make short 
films in the Museum. These works are less nurtured 
by objects than by events and intensities, which 
brings us to Patricia Falguières’ comparison between 
the Soane Museum and the Schwitters Merzbau. Art-
ists find that the Museum is a place where they can 
work creatively to produce films which in turn will 
trigger the imaginations of viewers.
Christina Mackie’s images are of a ruined European 
city, post-war and of the American mid-nowhere. As 
she says, “Recognising someone else’s psychologi-
cal landscape: what you see there is filtered through 
your expectations.”

THE EXHIBITION AS A MEDIUM
To make every element of the exhibition into a cohe-
sive whole all the artists have contributed in the fol-
lowing ways:
Richard Hamilton has designed the poster, and every 
artist has created a postcard which will be on sale 
in the Museum. The works on view in the exhibition 
will be numbered but not labelled – to be in keeping 
with the way Soane displayed his collections. Instead 
each visitor will be given a fold-out leaflet, conceived 
by Cerith Wyn Evans, with plans by Christopher H. 
Woodward. There are no didactic panels or sound 
guides but visitors will be encouraged to move where 
they wish through the rooms encountering unex-
pected works of art in unexpected places.
Douglas Gordon has created the title of the exhibi-
tion, which will be displayed in two parts. Cedric Price 

has created symbols for the show, which will act as 
floating signifiers, and will also give a lecture in the 
Old Kitchen entitled “Time and Food.”
         
                                                                                                 
Hans Ulrich Obrist, curator of the exhibition
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SECTION 5
FELDMANN PICTURES

Artists share works they’ve kept hidden away until now. This section is inspired by Hans 
Peter Feldmann, who once, on the occasion of an exhibition, asked Fischli&Weiss to 

send him images of works that they had never intended to publicly show 

THERE’S A RIOT 
GOIN’ ON

“There’s a Riot Goin’ On” is a missing piece from Sly and the 
Family Stone’s 1971 eponymous album. Simply mentioned on the 
album cover, it suggests, by its silence, a riot without a manifesto, 

seemingly appearing only through interstices.

The project “There’s a Riot Goin’ On” that I am proposing to 
you today consists in a dispersed “cover version” of this missing 
track. If you feel like participating, you would have to insert the 
title “There’s a Riot Goin’ On” in the track list of one (or several) 
of your forthcoming albums, or in the table of contents of one 
(or several) of your forthcoming books, magazines, etc. A plain 
textual addition, a simple anonymous insert alluding to the discreet 
slogan. The reference would only concern the album cover and/
or booklet, or the table of contents, without any other form of 

explanation, nor credit mentioning the project.

You are free to send me a copy of your release/publication, 
mentioning this track, so as to archive its manifestations, but this is 

not necessary for the project to exist.

Matthieu Saladin, 25 rue des Panoyaux, 75020 Paris, France
riotgoinonproject@gmail.com

Production CAC Brétigny, www.cacbretigny.com



BY
ALEJANDRO 

CESARCO

Alejandro Cesarco (1975) is an Uruguayan artist based in New York. He is 
interested in cataloguing, classifying, appropriating and reinterpreting 
texts. Cesarco addresses his recurrent interests through repetition, 
narrative and the practices of reading and translating. Using different 
conceptual strategies and a range of media, including prints, books, 
videos and installations, he explores the various meanings of words and 
images in relation to context, experience and subjectivity.
Cesarco’s practice shares Conceptualism’s abiding concern with reading 
and with the relationships between words and images. In his work, 
text tends to prevail over image – often replacing or transforming it 
– as evidenced in his ongoing project of unwritten books that map the 
development of his interests, readings and preoccupations. 
He also conceived and edits Between Artists, an ongoing series of 
conversation-based books.

File Under: Cesarco, lists, in progress, “a work that is not 
a work of art?”, memory aid, catalog, classify, order, 
desktop, miniaturize, fragment, methods, Perec.

“In every enumeration there are two contradictory 
temptations. The first is to list everything, the second is 
to forget something. [...] Thus, between the exhaustive 
and the incomplete, enumeration seems to me to be, 
before all thought (and before classification), the 
very proof of that need to name and bring together 
without which the world (‘life’) would lack any points of 
reference for us. [...] There is something at once uplifting 
and terrifying about the idea that nothing in the world is 
so unique that it can’t be entered on a list.” 
Georges Perec, “Think/Classify,” in Species of Spaces and 
Other Pieces (London: Penguin, 1997), p. 198.
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Some Quiet Conversations
Why Don’t You Dance?
The Genius of Others
Go Away Closer
Searching For the Right Words
A Serious Talk
One More Thing
Inside Pocket
The Hungry Futurity of Youth 
Cruel Optimism
Shoes Off
Another Rainy Season
And Others
Twenty-Four Regrets
Unrehearsed Beauty
Sleep Tight
On Tip-Toes

Punctured Pride
Thwarted Expectation
Faithless
Show-off
Hard Hit
Never Again
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Robert Ashley
Jay Batlle
Tom Burr
Nathan Carter
Mathew Cerletty
Guy de Cointet
Shannon Ebner
Michelle Elzay
Jack Goldstein
Wade Guyton
Matthew Higgs
Matt Keegan
Alex Kwartler
Nick Mauss
Sarah Morris
Michaelangelo 
Pistoletto
Lari Pittman
Stephen Prina
Adam Putnam
Eileen Quinlan
John Stezaker
Cheyney Thompson
Garth Weiser
Christopher Williams

I’ll be home at 8.
I didn’t do it.
It was B.
I think so.
Nothing.
I don’t know.
I’ll see you there.
No, I don’t mind.
I’ll be going with a friend.
Yes, I read it.
I remember.
I only ate two.
It doesn’t hurt.
I’m not blushing, I’m hot.
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Heart Burn
Eczema
Flu
Night Sweats
Alcoholism
Infected Nose
Insomnia
Ruined Nerves
Chronic Cough
Aching Teeth
Shortness of Breath
Falling Hair
Cramps In Feet
Tingling Feet
Cirrhosis of the Liver
Stomach Ulcers
Depression and Melancholia

The Bar on the Seine
The Engagement
Tropic Moon
The Man Who Watched Trains Go By
The Strangers in the House
The Hotel Majestic
The Widow
Three Bedrooms in Manhattan
Act of Passion
Dirty Snow
Pedigree
The Man on the Boulevard
Red Lights
The Rules of the Game
The Train
The Widower
A Man’s Head
The Bottom of the Bottle
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Mac Adams
Robert Breer
Elina Brotherus
Omer Fast
Ryan Gander
Mark Geffriaud
Július Koller
Jirí Kovanda
Deimantas Narkevicius
Roman Ondák
Dominique Petitgand
Pratchaya Phinthong
Pia Rönicke
Yann Sérandour

Family Breaks up. It leaves mark on three children, two of whom ruin 
themselves keeping a family together and a third who doesn’t.
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Exhibition Titles
Horses’ Names
A group show curated by Matthew Brannon 
in 2008
Lies
Troubles
Some Georges-Simenon titles
Gallery Artists (gb agency, Paris)
An idea for a play.
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SECTION 6
EXERCISES IN COHERENCE

A post-surrealistic experiment juxtaposing visual artworks and literary sources that 
apparently have nothing to do with each other

 
 

  



SECTION 6 EXERCISES IN COHERENCE

Peter Hujar (1934-1987) is an american photographer. 
He was a leading figure in the group of artists, 
musicians, writers, and performers at the forefront of 
the cultural scene in downtown New York in the 1970s 
and early 80s. He is most associated with his black-
and-white portraits but his subjects also include nudes, 
animals and the streets of night-time Manhattan.

WORDS             AMELIA ROSSELLI
BY 

PHOTOS                                             PETER HUJAR
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Amelia Rosselli (1930-1996) was a poet and musician, 
part of the so-called “Thirties generation” alongside 
some of the most important names in twentieth-
century Italian literature. Pier Paolo Pasolini defined 
her writing as a “poetics of lapsus.” She herself said 
that “the language in which I write is a single one, while 
my aural experience follows an associative logic that 
belongs to all people and is reflected in all languages.” 
Her poetry collections include Variazioni belliche 
(Garzanti, 1964), Serie ospedaliera (Il Saggiatore, 
1969), Documento (1966-1973) (Garzanti, 1976). Rosselli 
committed suicide on February 11, 1996, in Rome.

Translations by 
Tijana Mamula
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[Untitled]
from Variazioni belliche 

The mystique of the brain. The devil’s light raised dust
in the impure eyes of my fecundity. I shook with envy
but the ray of sun also raised love stories tenuous
like the pear tree with its enchanted flowers, like the bread that
nightly ingrains itself in our affairs of love and compassion
and hunger and squaring of the wicked circle that we elevate
above all knowledge. 
Incautious I turned to the beyond but was quickly seared by
envious hands. My own hands brought me back to earth
my own nails raised from earth the star of
happiness. The saints and wise men carry the light in their hands, in their
minds the negroes and the schoolteachers and the girls returning
from the agriculture schools. 
Doomed to pretend I raised myself from the dust soon enough
and knelt down at the fountain of the prosperous. By then the protestants
no longer prevailed upon my ingenuous youth and in 
all candor I forgave the boors, for ancient fasts. Fasting
heart, step away from anger and remain a powerful
lord.
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SECTION 6 EXERCISES IN COHERENCE
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There’s something like pain in the room
from Documento (1966-73)

There’s something like pain in the room, and
it’s partly overcome: but the weight
of objects wins, in meaning
weight and deprivation. 

There’s something like red in the tree, but it’s
the orange of the lamp base
bought in places I don’t want to remember
because they also carry weight. 

As I can know nothing of your hunger
precise in their will
are the stylized fountains
well placeable is the overturning of a destiny 
of men divided by oblique noise. 
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EXERCISES IN COHERENCE

[Untitled]
from Variazioni belliche 

In the grip of a brutal shock, wretched
and close to your heart I sent smells of incense into
the circles under your eyes. The Ardeatine caves combined beliefs
and dreams – I had left, you had come back – death
was a crescendo of violences that didn’t vent
in your head of delusion. The black waters of
my disillusion were burnished by your happiness and by
my having you in hand, close and far away like the surge
of the summer stars. The night wind went 
and dreamt great things: I rhymed within my powers
and took part in the void. The backbone of
your sins fuelled the crowd: the train stopped
and it was in its talk that the truth paused.
In the encounter with the fairytale the bandits dwelled. 
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EXERCISES IN COHERENCESECTION 6

The flowers come as gifts
from Documento (1966-73)

The flowers come as gifts and they dilate
silenced by a sharp surveillance
never get tired of gifts.

The world is an extracted tooth
don’t ask me why
I’m so old today
the rain is sterile. 

Aiming for the blighted seeds
you were the withered union I was looking for
steal someone else’s heart to then use it.

Hope is a possibly definitive injury
the coins ring harsh in the marble
of the hand.

I was convincing the monster to withdraw
to the clean rooms of an imaginary hotel
there were tiny embalmed vipers out in the woods.

I made myself up as priest of poetry
but I was dead to life
the viscera getting lost 
in a brawl
you die of it swept aside by science.

The world is thin and flat:
a few elephants wander it, dull. 
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We thank the Fondo Manoscritti of the University of Pavia for kind permission to print Amelia Rosselli's poems. 
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SECTION 8 WORDS FOR IMAGES

Dialodramas
Words by 

Giordano Tedoldi
Images by 

Enrico Natali

Giordano Tedoldi was born in Rome in 1971. He made 
his fiction debut with the short story “Steinbeck,” 
published in the anthology La qualità dell’aria 
(minimumfax, 2004). This was followed by his collection 
Io odio John Updike (Fazi, 2006), the story “Antinoo” in 
the anthology Padre (Elliot, 2009), and the ebook Deep 
Lipsia (Amazon, 2012). In 2013 he published his first 
novel, I segnalati (Fazi).

Enrico Natali (1933) was born in Utica, New York. 
He started taking photographs in 1960. In 1972 he 
published New American People, a book of portraits, 
and, in 1991, he collaborated with fellow photographer 
Mark Sandrof to create the volume American 
Landscapes. In the late 1960s he began a meditation 
practice that eventually became his primary focus and 
culminated in his abandoning photography, until the 
year 2000. The photos presented here are from the 
series Detroit 1967-1970.

A: Well would you look at that...
 Pause. 
A: Well would you look at that...
 Pause
A: Shameless. Completely shameless... Yes, it’s dou-
ble-breasted, it’s tailor-made, do you understand? 
I didn’t buy it from Wanamaker’s. Do you ever go 
past Wanamaker’s? If they ever saw you near Wana-
maker’s they’d spray you with ddt. Who knows if you 
even know what Wanamaker’s is, you look like you 
were born yesterday. I’m sure you don’t know the big 
organ at Wanamaker’s, as a child I used to go hear 
concerts on the big organ at Wanamaker’s, but my 
clothes are custom-tailored. You know what a tailor 
shop is... 
C: There’s more assholes in this city than thoughts in 
my head. 
B: Here’s the inevitable bum approaching... I’m not giv-
ing you anything pal...
A: Does he really have to... and today too, when it’s 
so... if he takes another step... he’s fucking wasted, 
he’s wasted. 
C: There’s more cavities in my mouth than natural-
born citizens in this fucking shit country. 
B: There he is... There he is, he’s coming... right in front 
of us, iceberg ahead, man, with his shopping cart full 
of personal effects... 
C: There’s more bums than cops, that’s a fact, a sta-
tistic. 
A: Disgusting, it’s a woman. He was so dark, and dirty, 
and... hairy... looked like a man but it’s a woman. I can’t 
believe it... guys... that man’s a woman. 
C: There’s more women who look like men than men 
who look like women, it’s a statistic, a reality. 
B: There he is. There she is. There’s it. Incredible. I look 
at it and I can’t tell if that’s what I’m really seeing. One 
thing I do know: I’m not giving you anything sweet-
heart. Today you’re fasting. 
C: We need to accept it. That’s how it is. 
A, B, C: In the end, they think they can just come out of 
the sewers and touch you. 
A: The collar. 

B: The glasses. 
C: The nose. 
A, B, C: And in a split second, you’re just like them. 
C: This
B: is
A: a terrible
D: disgrace.
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SECTION 8 WORDS FOR IMAGESSECTION 8

His hand: What about the glove?
Her hand: What about the skin?
His hand: I wish she would hold me a little…
Her hand: What about the way I hold you?
His hand: Hold me tighter.
Her hand: Do you know the song?
His hand: What song, baby?
Her hand: Willie Nelson’s.
His hand: You just don’t hold me tight enough, I don’t… I really don’t 
feel like you would hold me close. Please hold me tighter. I still 
remember.
Her hand: You jerk!
His hand: What do you expect? I’m just a hand. I have no brain, I’m 
retarded.
Her hand: That’s why you…
His hand: I what?
Her hand: It’s just that you’re so… well… moist.
His hand: Moist, me?
Her hand: Well you are.
His hand: How can you tell that through the glove.
Her hand: Don’t be angry honey, I’m sweating too.
His hand: Where the hell are we going, anyway?
Her hand: Ask him. He should know.
His hand: Don’t feel like talking to him.
Her hand: Whatever.
His hand: It’s so hot.
Her hand: It’s a beautiful evening.
His hand: I would dip into a fountain if there were any.
Her hand: Just wait till we arrive where this party is supposed to 
take place and…
His hand: And what?
Her hand: We’ll have a bath together.
(His hand blushes)
Her hand: Anything wrong with what I said?
His hand: You mean like… me washing you and you washing me?
Her hand: I mean like I’m going to take off this glove.
(His hand caughs, then clears his throat)
His hand: Do you love me? Because I think I do more than he loves 
her.
(She holds Him tighter)
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SECTION 8 WORDS FOR IMAGESSECTION 8

M: Relax, love. 
W: Sure, with this headache. 
M: Is it that time of the month?
W: Sorry I can’t hear you, it’s noisy. 
M: I asked if it was that time of the month. 
W: Yeah it is. 
M: So maybe that’s why. 
W: And you?
M: I what. 
W: You?
M: I what?
W: Ok, now they’ve put some music on. 
M: What?
W: What is it? You hear it too?
M: What.
W: My nipples hurt.
M: Where.
W: This sweater scratches. 
M: Where?
W: I think we got our legs in the wrong positions. 
M: How. 
W: Mine are spread, yours are crossed. 
M: It’s normal. They’ve always been like that. 
W: You’ve always been so scandalously... relaxed. It’s indecent. In public 
too. Legs crossed. People will wonder: what does that guy have to be 
relaxed about? Is the world doing that well? Are these days so happy? 
Nobody’s got anything figured out and this guy thinks he’s the only one 
who does. 
M: It’s really strange, this new technology. 
W: It’s not technology, it’s a therapy. And anyway I liked it better when 
you were relaxed. Now my nipples burn. You think it’s a side effect?
M: Maybe. Maybe that and the fact that it’s that time of the month. 
W: Do you love me?
M: I’ve always loved you. I’ve never called you by a nickname. 
W: That’s true. Tomorrow I’ll talk to the doctor about the surgery. I 
promise. 
M: You’ll be more awful than ever. 
W: Anything, so long as you get out of my sight forever. 
M: They sat us close to each other. 
W: Hold me tight, during the surgery.
M: I won’t just hold you. I’ll suck you. 
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A: I can’t see anything out of my right eye 
anymore. 
B: So you can keep my left one company. 
A: You can’t see out of your left eye?
B: It’s glass. 
A: I’m sorry. How did it happen. 
B: It didn’t happen. 
A: What do you mean?
B: I was born this way. 
A: What?
B: I said I was born with a glass eye. From my 
mother. From her belly. 
A: You were born with a glass left eye?
B: Yes, why are you so shocked? Were you born 
with glasses?
A: No, moron!
B: So why are you surprised that I was born with 
a glass left eye? Were you born not seeing out 
of your right eye?
A: No, just a little out of focus, I think, for 
example...
B: Exactly. But do you really not see anything?
A: Out of my right eye?
B: Yes. 
A: No.
B: But have you tried?
A: Like what?
B: Like left closed right open, then right open 
left closed. Maybe you can’t see out of the right 
because you can’t see out of the left either.
A: No, I see out of the left. For instance, now I 
see, in front of us, there, there’s a... no... a... girl... 
but who is she?
B: My aunt. 
A: Your aunt?!
B: Yes, aunt Juliet.
A: But she can’t be more than fourteen!
B: Maybe younger.
A: Your aunt. What an idiot!
B: I’m telling you she’s my aunt. 
A: I don’t think you see well. 
B: Out of the left no, but right yes. 
A: Have you ever tried?
B: Like what?
A: Like, you gouge out the left and keep the 
right, then you put the left back and gouge out 
the right.

B: No, I see out of the right. It’s aunt Juliet. 
A: Will you introduce me? She looks like... no... 
Introduce me?
B: Yeah, but don’t act like an idiot, don’t tell her 
she looks like... I don’t know what. Lots of people 
already tell her that. 
A: No, I’ll just smile. If you want I won’t talk. 
B: There’s a good boy, eat your tongue, like the 
cat did.
A: Robbie’s?
B: What.
A: The cat, Robbie’s cat, you remember, she 
didn’t have a tongue. I didn’t know she ate it. 
B: No you idiot, it’s an expression. We’ll never 
know why Robbie’s cat didn’t have a tongue. 
A: No tail either, who knows why it was missing. 
B: Either she was born like that, or it got bitten 
off by, I don’t know, Tommy’s dog. 
A: Your aunt is leaving. Come on, introduce me, 
so funny, she looks like a... a little out of focus.
B: I told you don’t be an idiot! Now where’s she 
gone? I can’t see her anymore... it’s too late.
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N0: Language exists on a communicative level, 
it exists on a poetic level, it exists on the level of 
conflict, it exists on the level of conciliation, language 
is like a house built on a hill, it rises to different 
heights, that’s what I’m trying to explain to my 
friends, if they want to be my friends, because I 
can’t understand friendship that isn’t based on a 
philosophical agreement, on a linguistic agreement, 
on a common belonging and a solidarity of thought, 
of affect, a solidarity of thought and affect that 
manifests itself in burglaries, in baseball games, in our 
ancestors’ struggle for rights, humiliated, chained, 
forced to listen to blues in endless cornfields, corn 
that pricked them and infected them more than the 
iron of their chains, and these are the things that I 
reveal, on a linguistic level, so that my friends might 
embrace them on an affective level, assuming of 
course that they want to be my friends, and not to 
betray me, shut me off, isolate me, stop giving me 
dope, in short, to treat me like a brother, with all the 
ambiguity of that word, the prejudices, the history of 
injustices and justices, which are...
N1: Look at him he’s still there rehearsing the speech. 
N2: He’s always been an eccentric. 
N3: No, the right word would be exhibitionist. 
N4: What does exhibitionist mean?
N5: It means confession, martyrdom. 
N6: He’s losing it because it’s getting dark. 
N7: How many of us are there? Why are we 
increasing? And what does this idiot want?
N8: That’s the goal of the brotherhood. 
N9: How many are we supposed to be?
N10: I don’t know, a thousand, two thousand, ten 
thousand, twelve thousand, a sufficiently high  
number to be able to...
N11: To... to... 
N12: Again. Can we move on.
N0: … which are all fruit of the same tree. And that’s 
the really important thing, brothers, understanding 
that we’re hair on the scalp of history, of the nation, 
of Africa, of the origins, and so, brothers, going back 
to the source, going back up the river, until the dawn, 
the desolate dawn... 
N13: Not again, dear God...
N14: He’ll never stop...

N15: He won’t rest unless...
N16: What?
N17: You know... natural death, premature, 
consumption. Septicaemia. The kind of stuff that 
founds a religion. 
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B: Did you read him the indictment?
A: Half an hour ago, maybe more.
B: What did he say?
A: That we don’t know what we’re talking about. That 
it’s all false.
C: I don’t think he’s got anything to do with it.
B: Maybe. But can we afford the risk?
C: I really don’t know, maybe we should vote.
A: Vote, the three of us?
C: Yes. 
A: Anyway, even if he’s innocent he definitely knows 
more than he’s saying. 
B: What makes you say that?
A: Today it looked like he lowered his head, like this, 
you know like he was bending over to pick something 
up, and then smiled. Like he was thinking about 
screwing us over. 
C: I didn’t notice anything, he always looks so out of it.
A: I watched him carefully.
C: I didn’t see anything. 
B: I have to go back up there soon, and this time it’s 
gonna be a while. So, what are we doing?
A: I told you, if you ask me we can let him go.
C: I’m not so sure anymore.
B: Shit, now you’re making me have doubts.
C: What can I do. The way he lowered his head, you 
know, as if... it’s not like there’s anything there on the 
ground, in front of him.
A: Where.
C: In front of him, on the ground. Maybe he was really 
looking for... or picking up... something.
A: What do you think’s there, the pavement.
C: Nothing else?
A: No. There’s the tiles. The tiles. There’s nothing, 
nothing at all.
C: Then... why?
B: Why what?
C: The smiles, the looking down, the shielding.
B: Shielding?
C: He knotted his eyebrows, to hide his gaze, it was 
very distinct. 
A: I was looking at him the whole time, he always 
seems so out of it.

C: Not when you read the indictment.
A: No, that’s true.
C: That’s when he bent over, hid behind his eyebrows, 
shielded himself, and smiled. 
B: I’m going up, let’s wait a little longer, we can’t let 
him go if he’s involved. I’ll try to come back in an hour 
tops, I’ll invent some excuse. 
C: I think it’s the right thing to do.
A: It’s true, I didn’t look at him when I was reading the 
indictment. Strange, but natural. 
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S: I hold my staff, my magic staff, and I am going to cast a very powerful spell. A spell so 
powerful that the whole world, as we know it, shall come to an end. Not with a bang, not 
with a whimper, and not even with a knock. Of all the powerful ends of the world as we 
know it, I have chosen end number five. You could ask me why end number five, and not 
end number seven, or number twelve. Well, it’s just that my magic staff, the staff I hold 
in my right hand, my black right hand, my white, shining, wooden staff inscribed with 
runes, runes invisible to the uninitiated eye, this wonderful staff that I hold with my ebony 
hand, my basalt hand, it’s just that this staff and this hand together decided for a spell so 
powerful, so mighty, that it will end the world as we know it, just following the ways of 
the end, so to speak, of the end planned in the magic spell book, and that is end number 
five, which is the most apocalyptic of all ends, the most definitive, that one that ends it 
all forever and ever, never to begin again, not with a bang, not with a whimper, not even 
with a knock. Light turns off, darkness turns on, that’s spell number five, just that, and 
everything is going to end, even my staff will be annihilated, even my hand, even my hair, 
my eyes, the whole of creation, light becoming darkness, darkness becoming light, the 
opposites destroying the opposites, thoughts against thoughts, words against words, 
nothing capable of adding up, everything a subtraction, but not gradually, all of a sudden. 
So this is the answer to your question, why end number five, and why I’m going to cast the 
spell that follows the ways of, so to speak, end number five: because it’s all of a sudden, 
that’s what my hand and my staff and myself wanted: all of a sudden, not gradually, not 
slowly. No, not slowly, you won’t even have time to… not even… it will be… all of a sudden. 
Not… not… slo… wly but… eaten…  in… one … mouthful.

Thanks to Luke P. Brown from ARTBOOK | D.A.P.
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SECTION 9
OFFLINES

Projects and essays born and developed online, 
transposed onto paper like a species of web fossil



FADE IN:
EXT. HOUSE - DAY

Falling from an overcast sky. Leaves blowing towards a house. They are changing 
from green to orange to brown. It is sunny. Snow falls. Then rain. Flowers come and 
go. The house is two stories, white with a black roof. For a moment the wind sub-
sides and the leaves fall at the front door.

TITLE OVER: INTRIORS II

The leaves rise and continue to change colors. We follow them.

EXT. SIDE OF THE HOUSE - CONTINUOUS

A windowsill. A perspiring cistern water pump. Three cement stepping stones inlaid 
with pebble mosaic in the shape of birds.

EXT. BACKYARD

The blowing leaves fall onto an oval patch of flattened grass in the backyard. 
As Inn Theme ends a man’s voice blankets the scene.

MAN (V.O.)
Even if the doors are locked I’m not empty.

There’s a person inside.

CUT TO:
INT. LIVING ROOM - MORNING

The Man’s voice belongs to Gordon, tall, white hair with pale blue eyes, well built 
and wearing all grey with bare feet. He sits arched over a low oval table scattered 
with tiny metal parts. His face wet with tears.

GORDON/MARIA
A scattered dream that’s like a far off memory. 

A far off memory that’s like a scattered dream...

He presses a puff of cotton onto an 18-note music box comb.
The room darkens slowly to a grey dawn.

INT. UPSTAIRS BATHROOM - WINTER

Closing in on a five year old boy. He sits with his knees on the toilet seat and elbows 
on the tank. The boy presses a puff of cotton onto his ear. A woman’s voice passes 
through the room.

JULIA (O.S.)
(out of breath) Ivan...

Ivan turns his head toward the bathroom window and squints his eyes. From down-
stairs Gordon speaks loudly.

GORDON (O.S.)
I was Gordon I should Cherish my love.

Intriors II 
                                         
                             by Jasper Spicero

Jasper Spicero (1990) was born in South Dakota and received his BFA 

from the Pacific Northwest College of Art and Design in 2013. His work has 

been exhibited internationally and through digital platforms, with recent 

solo shows including Intriors II (American Medium, NY) and Plant Display 

(bubblebyte.org). He is the founder and curatorial director of Generation 

Works gallery in Tacoma, Washington, and organizer of Open Shape, a 

series of three season-specific exhibitions utilizing Kompan playgrounds 

as a backdrop and showcasing artist-designed 3D-printed objects. 

He currently lives and works in Brooklyn, New York.

       To fully enjoy this text, please go to http://neromagazine.it/intriors 

and play the audio file as a soundtrack
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INT. KITCHEN - NIGHT

On a countertop at the farthest end of the room is a purple orchid in a white vase. 
Pale light opens on the flower. Specks of dust appear like pollen in the sun. A moth 
lands on the orchid.

FADE TO:
INT. GORDON’S BEDROOM - CONTINUOUS

The door opens for us. At the foot of the bed is a storage container labeled “Lulu.”
A moth descends onto the lid from above.

CUT TO:
INT. LAUNDRY ROOM

Baby Blue, a medium sized black, brown and white dog, asleep in a pile of fresh 
laundry. A mix of solid colors: blue, red, yellow, orange, grey and white. Gordon’s 
hand reaches into the frame to pet Baby Blue.

GORDON
What do you do when you’re lost?

BABY BLUE
. . .

GORDON
You stay still and someone will come and find you.

You have that memorized?

Gordon grabs at a piece of grey fabric poking out from beneath Baby Blue’s 
body. He pulls out a knit cap. Baby Blue opens her eyes. One eye is all blue 
the other is brown with blue dots.

CUT TO:

INT. IVAN’S BEDROOM

Gordon stands near an unpacked box. There are plastic parts organized on the car-
peted floor.

MONTAGE

Gordon’s hands assembling the mess. Parts fitting together without resistance. His 
order of operation exact. Pan across his face. Shuts his eyes.

END MONTAGE

GORDON’S P.O.V.

A plastic cubby laying on its back. Gordon pulls a length of dark twine from his 
pocket. Kneels down. Stands the cubby upright. Threads the twine through two eye-
lets. Lifts the cubby to the wall at face height.

BACK TO SCENE

We can’t find Gordon. An owl cut out is on the wall.
FADE TO:

INT. LAUNDRY ROOM - FALL

Ivan stands in front of a convex washing machine door looking at spinning, wet, red 
and yellow clothes. Gordon enters and kneels to Ivan’s height. The green wall panels 
inside are now flecked with yellow and brown.

GORDON
You have accompanied me for a thousand years...

Gordon looks at Ivan then back to the clothes.

GORDON
Do you know what pipes are?

IVAN
...

GORDON
                 Houses have pipes, they’re, like, tubes and they’re behind walls 

and under floors everywhere and---

IVAN
...

GORDON
It’s okay. They just carry water to and from sinks

and bathtubs and toilets and---

             CLOSE IN on the cycle of clothing.

CUT TO:
      INT. KITCHEN - DAY

MONTAGE

Gordon smashing dishes, mugs and other ceramic kitchenware. Gordon’s face 
screaming. All we can hear is music. The scene is cut rhythmically to the bass hits 
of Distant Promise.

END MONTAGE

Gordon stands bare foot surrounded by broken ceramic. 
Green dominates the walls and ceiling.

GORDON (V.O.)
This puts emphasis on the hero, enduring love and life and death.

INT. LAUNDRY ROOM - DAY

Ivan climbs into the washing machine with a load of wet laundry. His face looking 
out through the convex door.
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GORDON (V.O.)
What goes through my mind when our town runs out of water supply. 

I hope and pray that it gets normal soon. 
Then I found solutions. 

Isolated closed water supply systems. 
Rooftop rainwater harvesting.

Well water. Yet... 
the washer runs on municipal water. Usually the cycle 

is weighed down, one way or another, 
by a body of wet clothes.

Ivan presses an open hand on the glass to flatten a few drops of water. Outside the 
laundry room window it begins to rain.

CUT TO:
INT. HALLWAY - NIGHT

A flying tour of the house.

IVAN’S BEDROOM

JULIA (V.O.)
I have lost touch with Gordon... 

I understandmyself least of all. The last time I looked into your eyes 
it was like looking into the windows 

of an empty house.

GORDON’S ROOM

LULU (V.O.)
It felt as though we were confined to the interior

of a hotel with no exits, without even balconies... None of my carefully 
designed surroundings or daily routines could hasten 

the end and now... am I only remembered inside this box?
Six months inside a hotel, with never a walk outside.
Inside it was late summer, and the days were long.

DINING ROOM

MARIA (V.O.)
A scattered dream that’s like a far off memory.
A far off memory that’s like a scattered dream. 

I want to line the pieces up...

LIVING ROOM

IVAN
...

KITCHEN

GORDON
...

INT. GORDON’S BEDROOM - DAWN

Clammy, pale, exhausted Gordon lies shirtless in bed. His torso sticks out from un-
der the down covers. His knit cap slipping off his head.

GORDON
I don’t even know how long she’s been gone.

It’s like I’ve woken up in bed and she’s not here because
she’s gone to the bathroom or something---

INT. HALLWAY

GORDON (O.S.)
---but somehow I just know she’s never gonna

come back to bed.

Sleepy Ivan sits with his back against the wall. Hearing the sound of Gordon’s voice 
his eyes widen. He stands and walks towards Gordon’s bedroom. 
The ceiling is painted a gray-blue like the winter sky.

INT. GORDON’S BEDROOM
Ivan enters and stands beside Gordon’s bed. He watches the palm of Gordon’s hand.

GORDON
If I could just reach over and touch her side of the bed I’d know 

that it was cold but I can’t. I know I can’t have her back 
but I don’t want to wake up in the morning thinking she’s still here. 

I’ll lie here not knowing how long I’ve been alone. So how... 
how can I heal? How am I supposed to heal if I can’t feel time? 

Ivan places his hand in the center of Gordon’s, flattening a few drops of sweat. 
Gordon closes his eyes. His body turns grey like stone.

CUT TO:

INT. LIVING ROOM - DAY

In the living room only a low, oval table remains. The walls are painted dark blue. 
Ivan enters with his eyes fixed beyond the sliding glass door on a white, brown, and 
black puff sleeping in the yard. Blankets of snow cover the ground. Ivan stands close 
to the glass with bare feet. The room darkens slowly to a grey dawn.

EXT. BACKYARD

Baby Blue curled up in the snow. Her face turned away from Ivan. Her eyes are wide 
open. Her torso sinks and rises slightly.

JULIA (V.0.)

My senses dim and this world grows dark.

FADE TO WHITE

Underlined text - Red Mars by Kim Stanely Robinson
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SECTION 10
A NEW REPORTAGE

The photo reportage of yore relives through the direct experiences of artists, writers and 
musicians



Words by 
Sofia Infascelli

and 
Umberto Mortari

Images by 
Lorenzo Castore

Get Lucky
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Lorenzo Castore (1973) is a photographer born 
in Florence. He has shown his work in numerous 
exhibitions in Italy and abroad. Since 2003 he has been 
represented by the VU’ agency and gallery. His work 
is characterized by long-term projects that focus 
on the concept of memory, personal and collective. 
He has published two books: Nero (Federico Motta 
Editore, 2004) and Paradiso (Peliti Associates, Lunwerg 
Editores, Actes Sud, Edition Braus, Apeiron, Dewi Lewis 
Publishing, 2006), which won the 2005 Leica European 
Publishers’ Award. In 2012, his first film, shot together 
with Adam Cohen, won the award for best short 
documentary at the Camerimage Film Festival, Poland.

Umberto Mortari (2002) was  born in Rome. He is in the 
sixth grade at the Ambrit International School in Rome. 

Sofia Infascelli (2004) was born in Rome. She is in the 
fourth grade at the “Giardinieri” public school in Rome.
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Sofia: Last summer we left on August 8 to go to very 
beautiful and mysterious places.
Both in the fresh forests of countrysides and moun-
tains, and into the water at the seaside.
Every time we got into the car the radio was always 
playing the same hit of this summer which is called 
Get Lucky.
The first holiday was at a friend of Lorenzo, called 
Umberto, close to the hotel of his mother, called Marie 
Louise. We were in a pretty little house where the sea 
was wonderful.
One evening I, Umberto, Lorenzo and my mom went 
in the piazza to play a game where you had to shoot 
pellets at cans of Coke, Fanta and Sprite with a pop-
gun. In the evening we put a tent in the garden and 
I, Umberto and Lorenzo fell asleep in there but then 
during the night a huge storm broke out and we had 
to run home.
The last holiday after eight other holidays that I’ll tell 
you later was at the Park of one hundred lakes in the 
Appennines of Emilia-Romagna. One afternoon we 
were walking in a little road in the woods and Um-
berto was in front of us and suddenly we hear him 
screaming so we get closer and there was a huge 
snake eating a frog I got really scared and we ran 
away but Lorenzo stayed there and took pictures 
that you will see in the magazine. Then we went down 
the path and saw a beautiful small waterfall where 
you could drink. It was very good and fresh drinking 
water.

Then in the evening we went to sleep but I was the 
only one who didn’t sleep because I wasn’t so used 
to staying up all night in the woods and I got a little 
scared. I heard a lot of mysterious noises at night in-
cluding families of wild boars.
We went to really beautiful places moving many 
times.
Going back in the summer, before the Park of one 
hundred lakes we also went to Abruzzo to Annalisa’s 
house where there was my uncle Paolo and a very 
nice thing that we did was following a path up in the 
trees with a boy named Giorgio, then in the Marche to 
Anna’s and Matteo’s house where I fed the chickens 
and they took a photo of me with a giant and very 
old camera, then Venice where there was the Bien-
nale and then we went to Ia who is the nanny of my 
grandmother, of my mother and of my uncle in Friuli 
and they hadn’t seen her for such a long time actually 
since I was born. It was beautiful up there, we went 
through some beautiful roads with the car, and we 
also went to a village full of clocks and on the chairlift 
and did two rides in a row. One day we stopped by a 
lake where you could swim but when I went in I didn’t 
manage to stand for even five seconds, the water 
was freezing! It was called Lake Barcis.
We had a lot of fun but then I had to go back to 
school.

Umberto: What’s up readers my name is Umberto 
Mortari but everyone calls me Umby or Burt. This 
summer I did a lot of fun things like summer camp, 
going to Amsterdam and Greece, but my favorite 
thing was camping in the nature. I went camping in a 
forest far away from everything with my godfather 
Lorenzo, his girlfriend Eugenia and her daughter So-
fia. When we arrived we went inside the cabin, put 
our things away and got ready for a hike. I started 
walking faster then the others leaving the group be-
hind until got face to face with a snake! I screamed 
like a little girl – for one second I thought I peed in 
my pants – I ran back to the group and screamed A 
SNAKE A SNAKE!, when the group catched up with 
me Lorenzo told me it wasn’t poisonous and there I 
started calming down until I see a frog in his mouth! 
When we passed the snake we reached to a small 
river so I go to drink, after I drank I sat down on a 
broken tree and I think that I don’t have to be scared 
of the snake scene because it’s nature and I can’t 
do anything about it, so I went back to look at it and 
he still didn’t finish eating the frog. Thirty minutes 
passed and I’m pretty sure we were lost, we didn’t 
know the way back until we heard a car about fifty 
meters from us. I followed the sound and told Loren-
zo to come. When the guys in the car arrived we 
asked them if they could bring us back to the cabin 
they said sure but there isn’t enough space so we 
went in the back. When we went back to the cabin me 
and my friend Sofia wanted to see wild boars but be-

fore that we wanted to make a tree house so we did 
it: it took about one hour to build it. When we finished 
building the house it was already dark we couldn’t 
see much so we got torches and then we started 
looking for boars, half an hour passed until we heard 
a noise and that meant we were getting lucky, they 
were close. After we heard the boar I was chilling on 
the tree house until Sofia screams A BOAR A BOAR! 
She climbed back on the tree house and I jumped 
down and ran to the cabin and told everyone there 
was a boar out there. We went to the only restau-
rant around to eat and played with the horses of the 
mountain fair then went back home.
Early in the morning we went to Attilio Bertolucci’s 
house (Lorenzo told me he was a great Italian poet 
and also the father of Bernardo and Giuseppe two 
very cool guys). The house was very dark and full of 
pictures and books. It was exactly the opposite of the 
house we were in because it was way bigger with a 
lot of rooms. It was really weird Attilio’s son Bernardo 
grew up and used to live in such a small village and 
then move to Rome and winning Oscars in LA. An-
other day we went through a forest with a river and 
found a little frog and we gently picked it up. What a 
different destiny two frogs can have. I liked going in 
the forests because I liked to climb trees and this be-
cause I feel free and peaceful.
It was really nice camping in the nature, I learned and 
saw a lot of things and animals. I hope to go back 
there.          
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SECTION 11
MUSTER

Sometimes in fashion, as in life, the details are more important than the whole. In this 
section Dutch-born designer and creative Julia Frommel (1978) selects and pairs images, 

extrapolating unexpected visual patterns.
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SECTION 12
THE EXTRA SCENE

Interferences in the memory of famous movie scenes, by 
artist and filmmaker Rä di Martino (1975)



ANNIE HALL
Drawings by 

Donato Sansone

S ECTI O N 12 TH E EXTR A SCE N E

ANNIE  You see, like you and I…

ALVY  You are extremely sexy.

ANNIE  You see, like you and I…

ALVY  You are extremely sexy.

ALVY  Unbelievably sexy. Yes, you are.
  Because… you know what you are?
  You’re - you’re polymorphously perverse.
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ANNIE  Well, what does–what does that mean? I don’t know what that is.

ALVY  Uh …uh, you’re–you’re exceptional in bed because you got -you get     
  pleasure in every part of your body when I touch you.

ALVY  You know what I mean? Like the tip of your nose, and if I   
             stroke your teeth or your kneecaps …you get excited.

ALVY  You know what I mean? Like the tip of your nose, and if I   
             stroke your teeth of your kneecaps …you get excited.

ANNIE  Come on.
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ALVY  I - uh, love is, uh, is too weak a word for what…

ANNIE  Yeah.

ALVY  Don’t you think I do?

ANNIE  I dunno.
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Lorenzo Castore (1973 ) è un fotografo nato a 
Firenze. Ha esposto il suo lavoro in numerose 
mostre in Italia e all’estero.  Dal 2003 è rap-
presentato dall’agenzia e galleria VU’. Il suo 
lavoro è caratterizzato da progetti a lungo 
termine che hanno come oggetto la memoria, 
personale e collettiva. Ha pubblicato due libri: 
Nero (Federico Motta Editore, 2004) e Para-
diso (Peliti Associati, Lunwerg Editores, Ac-
tes Sud, Edition Braus, Apeiron, Dewi Lewis 
Publishing, 2006) che ha vinto il Leica Euro-
pean Publishers’ Award 2005. Nel 2012, il suo 
primo film, girato con Adam Cohen, ha vinto 
il premio come miglior documentario corto al 
Camerimage Film Festival, Polonia.
Umberto Mortari è nato a Roma il 10 Aprile 
del 2002, frequenta la prima media alla scuo-
la internazionale Ambrit di Roma.

Sofia Infascelli è nata a Roma il 1 Luglio del 
2004, frequenta la quarta elementare alla 
scuola pubblica “Giardinieri” di Roma.

SEZIONE 11
MUSTER

A VOLTE, NELLA MODA COME NELLA 
VITA, I DETTAGLI SONO PIÙ IMPOR-
TANTI DELL’INSIEME. IN QUESTA 
SEZIONE, LA DESIGNER DI ORIGINE 
OLANDESE JULIA FROMMEL (1978) 
SELEZIONA E CONTRAPPONE VARIE 
IMMAGINI, RENDENDO ESPLICITI 

PATTERN VISIVI INASPETTATI

(immagini pp. 144-148)

SEZIONE 12
THE EXTRA SCENE

INTERFERENZE NELLA MEMORIA DI 
FAMOSE SCENE DEL CINEMA, RIPEN-
SATE DALL’ARTISTA E FILMMAKER 

RÄ DI MARTINO (1975)

ANNIE HALL

(pp. 152-157)
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Jason Dodge
A permanently open window

permanent installation
via fratelli cervi 61 reggio emilia italy

visits on request to Collezione Maramotti



Essere o non Essere. Con gli Altri.
La Rete Sociale a regola d’Arte.
Un’edizione speciale dedicata alla relazione 
tra l’uomo e la solidarietà.

Il concorso è aperto a tutti e a tutte le forme
d’arte: installazioni, pittura, scultura, fotografia,
light box e video arte.

Partecipa
www.premioterna.com
14 ottobre – 14 novembre




